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Teaching Tenses
Teachers will use this book as a quick but intensive way to brush up on their
grammar skills and a guide to hands-on ways to teach grammar concepts.
Brushing Up on Grammar: An Acts of Teaching Approach is grounded in a belief
that grammar should be taught within the context of writing and reading. Of
course, teachers need to know grammar to be able to teach it, something that
has become harder as topics like sentence diagramming and parts of speech
have disappeared from curriculums in recent years. This book provides the solid
grammar foundation so necessary for teachers in the field of English/language
arts. Brushing Up on Grammar illuminates the five meanings of grammar;
identifies six key grammar characteristics; and covers all of the categories and
labels, rules and history, research, and etymologies relative to the subject. The
examples and connections here are designed first and foremost as verbal clay.
With them, educators can help students mold, probe, shape, reshape, and above
all, enjoy their acts of language. Includes sample lesson plans and strategies for
teaching each content piece Presents eight cartoons and six drawings Offers
student samples and test applications
‘Baked Beans & Somtam: the essential guide to teaching Thai students’ is a
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must-have for newbies and a recommended read for more experienced teachers.
Although it is probably most helpful for those new to the profession, ‘old hands’
should also find it interesting and useful. As the title suggests, most of the
material is related specifically to understanding and teaching Thai students. That
said, much of the content will be applicable across different cross-cultural
contexts and so can be seen as useful to anyone teaching English Language
Learners. Written in a lively, upbeat and at times humorous manner as a
reference book rather than a resource book, ‘Baked Beans & Somtam’ aims to
fill an obvious gap between TESOL methodology and classroom practice in the
Thai context. Reading this book will not magically transform anyone overnight
into a master teacher. However, it will complement any formal teacher training in
this area and will also equip readers with a set of ‘lenses’ through which they
can see themselves, their students and the classroom experience more clearly.
NEW!! QR codes take you to a video explanation of each tense on the chart. This
book is a manual for teachers and students: a color-coded system for
understanding the English Verb Tenses more easily. There are charts and colorcoded activities in the book. The explanations, practice activities and the
workbook section are in the same colors as the verb tenses on the chart. It can
be used as a supplement to any ESL textbook, or it can be used alone. It helps
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the students to see how all the tenses work together on a timeline. Watch your
students' grades and understanding soar with the use of this revolutionary way to
learn the tenses! It is a good refresher course for teachers, also. Learn the
tenses quickly!! Wall posters for teachers are available at: www.randimitchell.com
This series brings together a range of articles, extracts from books and reports
that inform an understanding of secondary schools in today's educational climate.
The increasing importance of communication in our globalizing world has brought
forth the necessity of learning a foreign language. Countries have been working
on teaching their languages. The number of similar studies in Turkey increases
gradually and in this context, teaching Turkish to foreigners has become common
rapidly. Turkish is taught in many places not only in the country, but also
internationally. Institutions teaching Turkish compose their own teaching
materials in parallel with their curriculums. Various approaches in terms of
content can be observed in these curriculums. As also seen in the coursebooks
evaluated in one of the chapters of this study, tenses in Turkish are taught in
different orders. This case, which is also regarded as a variance of approaches,
exhibits the lack of a universal attitude towards teaching Turkish to foreigners.
The purpose of this study is to propose solutions to the matter of teaching order
of tenses in Turkish teaching programs, as well as propounding a standardized
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approach towards this issue. As an outcome of this research, a sample lesson
plan is also attached.
Effective Curriculum for Teaching L2 Writing sets out a clear big picture for
curricular thinking about L2 writing pedagogy and offers a step-by-step guide to
curriculum design with practical examples and illustrations. Its main purpose is to
help pre-service and practicing teachers design courses for teaching academic
writing and to do this as efficiently and effectively as possible. Bringing together
the what and the how-to with research-based principles, what sets this book
apart is its overarching focus on language pedagogy and language building. Part
1 examines curricular foundations in general and focuses on what is socially
valued in L2 writing and pedagogy at school and at the college and university
level. Part 2 is concerned with the nitty-gritty?—the daily realities of curricular
design and classroom instruction. Part 3 takes a close look at the key
pedagogical ingredients of teaching academic L2 writing: vocabulary and
collocations, grammar for academic writing, and down-to-earth techniques for
helping L2 writers to organize discourse and ideas. The Appendix provides an
extensive checklist for developing curricula for a course or several courses in
language teaching.
Nils Bastedo, Harvard class of 1995 (with honors) and former English Instructor at
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Bumrungrad International Hospital, the world’s largest international hospital (Bangkok,
Thailand) has written a book to facilitate teaching and learning of the English tenses.
Understanding and using the tenses correctly is essential not only for anyone who
wishes to sound professional, but also to avoid simple misunderstandings in normal
conversational English. Grammar should be an aid in practical application, not an end
in itself, used for academic tests only. This book makes learning the English tenses and
distinguishing them from each other easy. The simple 3-step teaching method outlined
in the book has already helped several English teachers and hundreds of adult students
at Bumrungrad International.
This unique approach to teaching core literacy skills offers step-by-step planning
frameworks and an appendix of activity ideas to show teachers how to engage students
in the process.
Using the popular Total Physical Response (TPR) method of teaching, this actionpacked, Bible-based curriculum equips anyone--even those with no teaching
experience--to have a ministry through teaching English. Students will learn
conversational English and familiar Bible stories.
Guiding learners to acquire sufficient knowledge of grammar constitutes an interesting
domain in the field of teaching English as a second language. This research-based
resource book focuses on the learning of English tenses and verbal categories, which
forms a huge and fascinating component of English grammar that merits attention in
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teachers’ attempts to improve their students’ English proficiency. Inspired by concepts
relating to explicit learning, consciousness raising, contrastive analysis and error
analysis, the author used a wealth of data derived from a set of elicitation procedures to
reveal the linguistic interference encountered by second language learners. Arguing for
the need to conceptualise grammatical rules positively, this inquiry focuses on studying
learners’ wide-ranging responses to a large number of items designed to explore
linguistic interference in the learning of English verb forms in eight major categories.
The findings, explanations and illustration-based recommendations provided in this
volume will give trainee teachers, instructors and researchers deeper insights into how
strategies can be aptly employed to enhance learners’ performance in using English
verb forms and related grammatical categories, which constitute a key dimension in the
learning and teaching of English as a second language.
Written for language teachers in training, this book surveys issues and procedures in
conducting practice teaching. Written for language teachers in training at the diploma,
undergraduate, or graduate level, Practice Teaching, A Reflective Approach surveys
issues and procedures in conducting practice teaching. The book adopts a reflective
approach to practice teaching and shows student teachers how to explore and reflect
on the nature of language teaching and their own approaches to teaching through their
experience of practice teaching.
The monograph constitutes an attempt to demonstrate how Cognitive Grammar (CG)
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can be employed in the foreign language classroom with a view to aiding learners in
better understanding the complexities of English grammar. Its theoretical part provides
a brief overview of the main tenets of Cognitive Grammar as well as illustrating how the
description of English tense and aspect can be approached from a traditional and a CG
perspective. The empirical part reports the findings of an empirical study which aimed
to compare the effects of instruction utilizing traditional pedagogic descriptions with
those grounded in CG on the explicit an implicit knowledge of the Present Simple and
Present Continuous Tenses. The book closes with the discussion of directions for
further research when it comes to the application of CG to language pedagogy as well
as some pedagogic implications

"This course offers current and prospective teachers of English a comprehensive
treatment of pronunciation pedagogy, drawing on both current theory and
practice. The text provides: - an overview of teaching issues from the perspective
of different methodologies and second language acquisition research - innovative
teaching techniques - a thorough grounding in the sound system of North
American English - insight into how this sound system intersects with spelling,
morphology, listening, and discourse - diagnostic tools and assessment
measures - suggestions for syllabus design. Discussion questions and exercises
encourage teachers to draw on their personal language learning/teaching
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experience as they assimilate the contents of each chapter. A training cassette
offers practice in assessing learners' pronunciation"--Publishers's website.
Research Design and Methodology in Studies on Second Language Tense and
Aspect provides an up-to-date review of past and current methodologies for the
study of the L2 acquisition of tense and aspect. More specifically, the book
addresses the following issues related to the design of studies for research in
tense and aspect: Theoretical frameworks (e.g., Are research questions
investigated within one theoretical approach incompatible with other
approaches?) Elicitation procedures (Do different types of tasks elicit different
types of tense-aspect data?) Coding of data (e.g. How are lexical categories
defined and coded?) Data analysis (e.g., What statistical tests are more
appropriate to analyze language data?) The volume provides new insights into
the study of L2 tense-aspect by bringing together well renowned scholars with
experience in the research design of research this area of the field.
The book is divided into 7 parts to acutely display the practical usage of Tenses,
Verbs and Phrases. For all aspirants of examinations which include English in the
syllabus including but not limited to MBA (CAT), CDS, NDA, Banking, SSC,
Railways, Hotel Management, NIFT Entrance and various Civil Services.
This book is intended to help you, as a teacher of English as a Foreign language
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(E F L ), to teach common verb tenses and patterns more efficiently and clearly.
Some of the material in the book may surprise you. To begin with, the
explanations and commentary may seem self-evident, or the phonetic
realisations may seem unnecessary. If this is so, please try to bear with me. The
material in the book is designed to be of help to several groups: the experienced
native speaker seeking a possible new approach to add to his armoury, the
novice teacher, who speaks English with native speaker intuition, but has not yet
fully analysed what it is that she does know, or why she says what she says, and
also the non-native E F L teacher abroad, who speaks English excellently, and
yet wishes to understand the subtler differences in usage and idiom which the
native speaker takes for granted. Rosemary Aitken
Next Generation is a two-level course for Bachillerato, combining complete
preparation for the Pruebas de Accesso a la Universidad (PAU) exams with
material that helps learners improve their English language skills for life.
Teacher's Resource Book 2 combines comprehensive teaching notes for the six
units of the Student's Book with photocopiable worksheets providing extra
practice of vocabulary, grammar, writing and phrasal verbs, as well as tests,
mock PAU exams and answer keys to the Workbook and all photocopiable
activities. It also comes with the Class Audio CDs.
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Photocopiable classroom resource - Upper Intermeiate English Tenses teach test
using pictures
This edited volume examines co-teaching and integrated service delivery for English
learners (ELs). Through research and documentary accounts, it explores the
collaborative instructional cycle—co-planning, co-instruction, co-assessment, and
reflection practices—of co-taught programs for ELs. This volume presents current,
classroom-based, practitioner-oriented research related to all aspects of co-taught
programs for ELs and offers authentic evidence and practical recommendations that
yield positive outcomes for this student population.
Updated and revised with more examples and expanded discussions, this second
edition continues the aim of providing teachers with a solid understanding of the use
and function of grammatical structures in American English. The book avoids jargon
and presents essential grammatical structures clearly and concisely. Dr. DeCapua
approaches grammar from a descriptive rather than a prescriptive standpoint,
discussing differences between formal and informal language, and spoken and written
English. The text draws examples from a wide variety of authentic materials to illustrate
grammatical concepts. The many activities throughout the book engage users in
exploring the different elements of grammar and in considering how these elements
work together to form meaning. Users are encouraged to tap into their own, often
subconscious, knowledge of grammar to consciously apply their knowledge to their own
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varied teaching settings. The text also emphasizes the importance of understanding
grammar from the perspective of English language learners, an approach that allows
teachers to better appreciate the difficulties these learners face. Specific areas of
difficulties for learners of English are highlighted throughout.
Examining what is involved in learning to write for academic purposes from a variety of
perspectives, this book focuses in particular on issues related to academic writing
instruction in diverse contexts, both geographical and disciplinary. Informed by current
theory and research, leading experts in the field explain and illustrate instructional
programs, tasks, and activities that help L2/multilingual writers develop knowledge of
different genres, disciplinary expectations, and expertise in applying what they have
learned in both educational and professional contexts.
International Academic Conference on Teaching, Learning and E-learning in Budapest,
Hungary 2016 (IAC-TLEl 2016), Friday - Saturday, July 8 - 9, 2016
The focus of this volume in our ongoing series has shifted from the technological
advances that were the topic of numerous papers in the previous book to more rigorous
and empirical research, especially in the linguistics and methodology section. While the
former is represented by the majority of papers, methodology still manages to surprise
with new findings in often-overlooked areas, such as how to address students with
impairments in English Language Teaching (ELT), the use of gesture, and the
development of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs). The linguistics section starts
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out with a look at academic English as a lingua franca (ELF) practices, native and nonnative English varieties and ELT, pragmatic markers and hedging, and corpora. The
compact literary section correlates with the diversity inherent in the field and concerns
ethnic writing, indigenous storytelling, animality and elaborations on postmodernist
fiction. As such, this collection of research papers will bring topics and approaches to
the attention of a wide spectrum of practitioners as both an impetus and inspiration.
This volume links Cognitive Grammar explanations to the area of second-language
learning and instructed grammar teaching. It represents a contribution to empirically
based knowledge promoting a new perspective on the process of teaching and learning
about English language structures. The theoretical part of the book provides an
overview of the basic tenets of Cognitive Grammar, and discusses elements of the
theory that are of crucial importance for understanding English tense and aspect
structures. The second part brings together these two fields of study and tests a
Cognitive Grammar approach to teaching tense and aspect to less advanced learners
of English. To this end, an experimental study was conducted, comparing the effects of
Cognitive Grammar-inspired instruction on the language learning process with those of
teaching methods which employ more traditional grammatical descriptions. As such, the
book is of particular relevance to Cognitive Grammar research, and second-language
learning and teaching research, and for learners and teachers of a foreign language.

This set includes the works of neglected theorists such as Horace Wyatt and
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Michael West. This set complements English as a Foreign Language Teacing,
1912-1936: Pioneers of ELT.
This book offers a holistic practitioner and research-based perspective on English
Language Teaching and teacher education in difficult circumstances. In addition
to extending the current conceptualization of ‘difficult circumstances’ in ELT to
include the broader policy issues that may affect ELT in low-to-mid income
countries, the book focuses on the challenges faced by practitioners and learners
in contexts of confinement, conflict and special education. The chapters in this
collection examine the challenges and problems that emerge from the complex
current ELT environment, and present examples of contextualized inquiry-based
strategies and interventions to address these challenges. Underlining the need to
extend the boundaries of the discipline of ELT to include teaching-learning in less
privileged contexts, this wide-ranging volume will appeal to students, scholars
and practitioners of English Language Teaching.
`Extremely comprehensive and well written in terms of style – accessible to the
reader, but intelligent and expressing some fairly subtle concepts. Would that
more ELT practitioners could do the same!... Certainly a good read for those
thinking about and also those engaged in initial training – or even post initial
training stage' - Jenny Pugsley, Head of TESOL, Trinity College London 'It’s
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essential reading whether you are simply curious about what is involved in
training in ELT, need advice on choosing the right course, have already enrolled
and want to make the most of your course, or are a new teacher just starting out.
It’s a book I wish I’d had when I was starting out in my ELT career, and that I
wish had been available to many of the course participants I have tutored' - Lyn
Strutt, ELT author and Chair of the British Council Families Association Each
year, thousands of people all over the world take one of the hundreds of available
short pre-service courses that lead to the award of a certificate in English
Language Teaching (ELT) or Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
(TESOL). Caroline Brandt's book is an invaluable guide to anyone thinking of
enrolling on one of these courses. With a clear and concise structure that follows
your general interest in TESOL right through to the intricacies of the course itself,
it can be used from initial research stages to final qualifications, and beyond.
Brandt's decades of experience in this field across the globe shine through.
Chapters include: -introducing English Language Teaching -becoming qualified
-knowing your certificate course -getting started -learning -working together
-being qualified. Throughout the book there are snapshots of students'
experiences in their own words, and summaries of key points for you to take with
you - whether into the next stage of learning or the next day's teaching. The
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chapters are stand alone resources as well as the building blocks to becoming a
fully-qualified English Language teacher. The book is supported by a companion
website, which provides quizzes to test understanding of each chapter, lesson
plan proformas, a full glossary and annotated website links.
Challenging and effective, this classic teacher reference is now back in print.
Distler's "Teach the Latin, I Pray You" offers concrete advice on how best to
teach grammar, morphology,vocabulary, reading comprehension, and efficient
review. This book is an exceptional tool for the communication of the necessary
skillsof Latin. Covering a huge range of teaching techniques, resources, and
educational theory, this book provides the material necessary for the
development and implementation of highly proficient teaching techniques.
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